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Richard Marotta, Ph.D., Headmaster

Our Upper Division students just
spent most of this week taking
midterm exams, which should
provide a moment or two of
reflection on what they have been
studying. An effective exam more
than ‘tests’ what a students knows,
but also provides an opportunity to
reflect on the significance of that
learning and the impact that it has
had
on
the
student’s mind and imagination. Reflection holds the key to
understanding the meaning of an experience, even one as
complicated and elongated as education, which, of course,
is an ongoing process.
Nothing was more apparent to me than noticing that my AP
English students were going to have a chance to think back to what
they had read and then describe the nature of that reading experience
for their exam. When we talk about reading, we more often than not
talk about it as a skill, which it is to a degree. However, it also reaches
into the realm of experience, where the act of reading essentially
involves a conversation with a writer, a narrative and perhaps even
another world. When we read a historical novel, we have to move into
that period to experience the story with a genuine sense of
connection. The same is true for any reading experience: we engage
with another world for a short period of time to understand the nature
of the experience.
My students were asked to reflect on this reading experience
and evaluate its value, its characteristics, and its impact. What I
learned from reading their essays on this subject was that they
understood the value of reflection. Each one of them looked back over
the semester and probed into the nature of their individual experience. For many the experience centered on
the nature of understanding other characters, whose thoughts and feelings differed from their own

personalities; for some it was an act of identification with a character or a situation and the resultant
self-understanding that emerged from this encounter; and for others it was a bold act of linking the fictional
experience to the daily experiences of their lives.
Whichever way their essays went, it was clear to me that the reading experience involved powerful
feelings, thoughts, and questions. Not every student came to a solid answer about this process; each had his or
her specific and individual level of encounter with the text or texts; however, each student came to the
recognition that this reading was not merely a ‘school’ experience but a life experience. Each felt that reading
was a way into understanding their own lives, their society, and the possibility of their futures.
Each time we enter into a book, whether it is fiction, mathematics, history, or science, it doesn’t matter.
Each time we do this, we create for ourselves the potential context for a profound experience. Our
imaginations are shaped by our learning to the extent that some of us experience life through the literary
lense, some through the mathematical, scientific artistic and so on. In a recent interview, the painter and film
director, Julian Schnabel, was asked about his work. His response was that for him paining and film-making
were the lenses through which he experience life and consciousness. I think that this is exactly correct. Each of
us sees life differently and through a different perspective. Schools provide a selection of lenses through which
our students can determine which one is the one that they will use to shape and focus their experience. Our
response to learning creates the context in which we experience our lives.

DATES TO REMEMBER:
● Friday, January 11: Marking Period #2 Ends for U.D.
● Thursday, January 17: Upper Division Report Cards
Distributed
● Friday, January 18: Upper Division Report Cards Returned
● Monday, January 21: School Closed for Martin Luther King
Day
● January 24 - 25: The Garden School Sweet Shoppe is open
for business!
● Friday, January 25: Marking Period #2 Ends for Lower
Division
● Thursday, January 31: Lower Division Report Cards
Distributed
● Friday, February 1: Lower Division Report Cards Returned
● Monday, Feb. 18 – Friday, Feb. 22: School Closed for
February Break
● Monday, February 25 : Classes Resume

Are you coming to Comedy
Night?
Tickets are $55 each or two for
$100!
( plus a two item minimum)

Or mail a check to Garden School attn: Garden Comedy Night
33-16 79th Street
Jackson Heights, NY 11372

***

From Mr. Vallario - English Faculty
The Writing Center (Room 23) now houses the drama
program, which merges both the academic and
creative worlds of our student body. This week
Garden School is focusing on our collaborative
production of Bully the Bully: Artists Against Hate. As
our students begin rehearsals for the play, some have
memorized their lines over the break, while others are
still working on book and learning the process of
theater work. As soon as the students know their lines and perfect their
blocking, we will be on our way to strengthening our delivery as a whole.
The show is scheduled for February 28th - details to follow.

***

Mrs. Yandow’s class poses for a class picture - all dressed up in their pajamas!

Garden Academic Pages (Pajama Day Edition):
Read about what teachers and students are doing in their classrooms together.

Are you ready for a read-aloud?

Pre-K for All - It’s all about centers - Early Childhood

By:

Shanon Davenport (PKFA Faculty)

What makes a great Pre-K class? Well. You would think it is all about sitting on the
carpet. While carpet time is essential - and it marks our day - the best kind of Pre-kindergarten
class centers around centers. Most of our work in the classroom - especially at the beginning of
the year - entails getting our kiddos to work together doing different tasks. Whether it is
mapping out our neighborhoods, or using our play-kitchen set to learn about nutrition, we
really love it when our kids operate their own mini-groups spread across our learning space.
Please come and visit and see for yourself!

Grigor and David enjoy a book together
(plus - it’s Pajama Day in the Lower School!)

Lower school students brought their favorite stuffed animal to school

Nursery, Pre-Kindergarten, and Kindergarten - Shared Reading Time By:
Eileen Reyes (Early Childhood
Faculty)
Much fun was had in the Nursery, Pre-K
and K classrooms, as the students enjoyed
wearing pajamas to school on Friday. The
children were asked to bring in their
favorite bedtime stories for a fun day of
reading with some of the other lower
school students. Students were also
allowed to bring in their favorite stuffed
animal to accompany them during reading
and rest time. The second and third
graders practiced their reading skills by
reading stories to the Pre-K and K children.
The fourth graders read stories to the

nursery students. This interactive reading experience was guided by the teachers as students
were mixed into small groups around the classroom. Shared Reading supports a balanced
literacy instructional approach which has proved to be great reading practice for all involved.
This experience also allowed our students to interact and get to know some of the older
students at Garden. It was exciting for the students to share their favorite stories and stuffed
animals with their peers and expand their literature knowledge.

Sharing stories is so much fun

First Grade - Introduction to Geology - Science - by M
 ichelle Bruzzese
(Science Faculty)
First grade scientists began the week off on a rocky start as we began our studies of
rocks, water, and soil. Being able to connect these three resources to our everyday life was
important for them to see the impact something so little can have on us. From there we began
to wrap up the first half of the school year 65 million years ago with fossils! Classifying
herbivores and carnivores was one topic of many to come. Our young scientists will be able to
build upon previous topics they learned and connect them to the topics to come.
Along with our earth science unit, our scientist will also have the opportunity for a few
more STEM projects this school year, giving them the chance to connect technology,
engineering and math into their science lessons!

Second Grade - Matter Magic - Science By: M
 arlene Dapice (Science Faculty)
What is matter? Just ask one of the second graders.
They learned that matter is anything that has mass
and occupies space. The terms mass and weight
were defined and students ranked several items in
order from those with the most mass to those with
the least mass. Weight was related to each item and
students were able to make the connection that
objects with the most mass weigh the most. The
class also explored the various states of matter and
is currently exploring the concept of physical properties and physical changes of matter. An
exercise called “Matter Magic” demonstrated the idea of a physical change in matter as
students were able to cut an ordinary index card in such a way that they could walk through it.
I’m sure they would be happy to share the “how to” with you.

Third Grade - Boxes of Energy - Science By: M
 arlene Dapice (Science Faculty)
Students are currently beginning an exploration of energy. A discussion of what energy is
and why it is needed, not just on a personal level but also in the daily lives of people all over the
world was carried out. Each student was given a workbook, a student guide, and a box of

energy saving materials, courtesy of Con Edison. As the class explores various forms of energy
used, such as electricity, water, and natural gas, an activity will be carried out at home with the
assistance of parents. At the same time, students will be discussing the corresponding topics in
class and the results obtained at home.

Middle School French - Il fait du vent? Oui. Il fait frais, aussi. French World Languages by G
 abriel Gomis (World Languages Faculty)
In our Fourth Grade French class we have been learning expressions to talk about the
weather in French. Students talked about their favorite activities in French during each season.
The fifth graders have started to focus on French food with a special focus on vegetables and
fruits. They also learned how to write the different accents ( grave, aigu, circonflexe...) on the
computer. In the Sixth grade, we just began to review the body parts. Besides - they learned all
the expressions relative to the body parts.

Seventh and Eighth Grade - Scholars Study with Zeal! - Area Studies by
Sarah O’Sullivan (History Faculty)
Busy Seventh Grade Scholars
What a busy week for these ambitious scholars. Seventh graders were found with review
sheets and notecards scattered around them - absorbing and reflecting on what they have
learned over the past two quarters. Others were yelling “federalism!,” “Stamp Act!” and
“William Penn” as they quizzed each other for their midterms. All did well and feel incredibly
accomplished after completing their first rounds of midterms. A job well done!
Calm and Collected Eighth Grade Scholars
Eighth graders prepared for their exams this week with cool, calm minds as they are now
experienced middle schoolers. We reviewed in class the great leaders of Africa and Asia and
discussed the significance of trade routes. These inquisitive young students still managed to get
in a few class discussions about the government shutdown and its horrific effects on the lives of
everyday Americans.

Ninth Grade - Ancient and Medieval History - by Richard Kruczek (History
Faculty)

The class has hit the midway mark for the year and have dived into the midterm this
week. We ended the semester with the small matter of studying the takeover of the known
world by Alexander the Great. The group marveled at both his tenacity and his brilliance,
especially when it came to the spreading of Greek culture and ideas. Knowing that these were
important and that students - like our 9th graders - would study them throughout time in order
to learn their weighty lessons - Alexander made sure that they'd all be kept safely at the Library
at Alexandria. Not only Greek culture, but the best from every civilization that came before it all
had a place there. The preservation of the best the world could produce in order to benefit
posterity - quite a legacy, indeed. And that whole conquering of the known world thing was
also somewhat impressive.

Tenth Grade - Into Impressionism - Fine Arts By: C
 hristopher Zelles (Fine
Arts Faculty)
Image credit: Selin U. (10th Grade)

The artwork the 10th grade Impressionism class did this semester was fantastic. For
their last project the students had to put an Surrealist twist on a Monet painting of their choice.
Some of the standouts were Abba A.’s version of "Water Lilly Pond", Soleil W.'s twist on

"Garden at Sainte-Adresse", Clarissa M.’s Haystack's, Rodoshi H's “Woman With A Parasol”, and
Selin U's "Garden at Sainte-Adresse". All of these projects were highly creative and the
students seemed to have a blast working on them. Not only did they create some very nice
artwork, they also learned about the significance of the Impressionist movement and the
various art movements that it inspired. Overall, I would say that this was a very successful
semester and I cannot wait to teach it again next year!

A faun version of an impressionistic painting

Tenth Grade - Modern European History - b
 y Richard Kruczek (History
Faculty)
The students have just hit the halfway point and have embarked on another round of
midterms this week. The last topic we covered before the exam is the era of the Sun King, Louis
XIV. His reign was, if nothing else, interesting. He built a monument to opulence - and himself at Versailles in order to entrap his mortal enemies, the nobles. He built up a massive surplus

with the aid of Jean-Baptiste Colbert, his able Finance Minister, and spent the lot on 5 decades
of needless war. He reasserted the dominance of the French monarch, at the expense of every
level of French society. And the students found it enthralling.

Eleventh and Twelfth Grade - Physical Education by Flance Dervishi
(Physical Education Faculty)
In PE class we are in our final weeks of basketball which we will be crowning a champion
next week after the Midterms are over. We will then start one of their favorite units which is
badminton. Everyone will learn the rules and have a week of drills where they are learning how
to play badminton the correct way everyone will be working on their serve, forehand,
backhand and their badminton IQ. Then we will have our regular season games which all
games are up to 7 points, this way it gives everyone a chance to stay focused and play two or
three games every class. We will have our singles tournament bracket and a doubles bracket to
start the regular season games. This unit will continue until February break. Once we feel that
everyone is getting better, we will then partner them to have a doubles bracket. We are
Looking forward to seeing who will play well together and work with each other. It’s going to
be loud and very competitive in the Gymnasium.

Reading together builds community

An impressionistic twists on “Haystacks”

Eleventh and Twelfth Grade - Contemporary Plays and Introduction to
Film - English Electives - by Christopher Vallario (English Faculty)
For Contemporary Plays and Intro to Film, Juniors and Seniors are completing their final
plays and short films, which act as their midterm exams. They have been rewriting and revising
since October, so that these drafts have a clear beginning, middle, and end. In addition, the
revisions showcase three-dimensional characters as well as their effort on following directions
from their previous drafts. We look forward to reading these scripts!

Just One More Picture,
Please

Pajamas PLUS Books = Fun Times at Garden School

